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city it is estimated that two thousand went out to meet the Holy
Men. Shri Shanti Sagar is an ascetic of great renown. By his
long period of abnegation in order to escape weary ages of
Samsara—transmigration—and for the purpose of attaining
Nirvana by following rigidly the way of " Right Faith, Right
Knowledge and Right Conduct,'* he has acquired a state of
remarkable sanctity. For several years he has been wandering
to and fro in India, and it was in pursuance of this journey that
he and his devoted followers have come naked and on foot, to
Delhi. They have conquered by meditation all that pertains to
this world—all sense of physical pain, heat and cold and hunger
and all earthly passion. At times they spend their days and
nights in the jungle, at times they repose in the houses of Jains.
To them it is a matter of complete indifference—the fever and the
dangers of the forest, a bed of stones by the wayside or an empty
room in a Jain's house. Their sleep has been reduced to a bare
necessity—it is said, one hour in twenty-four. All sense of taste
they have long ago suppressed but nevertheless the Sadhu's and
the Muni's food must be prepared with the utmost care and
strictly in accordance with religious ordinances. No meat nor
fresh vegetables may be eaten but rice, wheat, milk and butter
are permissible. It is never known, even to themselves, when,
where or whether they will eat, but in the towns they visit food
is prepared daily in the homes of every Jain householder who
maintains a strict adherence to the stern doctrines of his faith
and has taken one or several of the oaths of abnegation—on the
chance that the Holy Men will honour his abode. But no Sadhu
or Muni will partake of food without a portent, in order that all
personal inclination may be eliminated. He can only eat when
he has seen or met some object, or combination of objects, which
he had previously determined. It may be a.group of a certain
number of persons, a particular plant, the features of a landscape
or even an ornament. Sometimes, it is said, that one or other of
them, not meeting his particular sign, for each has his own
secret portent, may have to pass several days without food. So
strict are their rules that any tainting of a dish, even by a fly
settling upon it, means the rejection of the day's one meal, for
it must not be replaced. With the exception of an hour or two
spent in preaching, the days and nights are passed in a fixed
attitude of meditation, with a very short period of sleep—or in
travel.
Although probably based on a much earlier origin the sect.

